Lecture III and VI: Minimum Wages
David Card, Arin Dube, Patrick Kline, Attila Lindner

Brief History of the Minimum Wage
I First MW in New Zealand and Austria in the 1890s.
I United States introduced a Federal Minimum wage in 1938:
“no business which depends for existence on paying less than living
wages to its workers has any right to continue in this country [. . . ].
By living wages, I mean more than a bare subsistence level — I
mean the wages of a decent living.” (1933, Statement on National
Industrial Recovery Act by Franklin Delano Roosevelt )
I Today more than 90 percent of all countries have now
legislation or binding collective bargaining regarding minimum
wage

Heated debate since its introduction
I Stigler (1946): price theory predicts that minimum wage must
lead to loss in employment
I Lester (1947): problems with the “marginalist view” of price
setting
I asked businesses in survey data how would they react to
changes in the minimum wage
I very few firms suggested that they would cut employment

I Friedman (1953): assumptions in economics need not be
"realistic" to serve as scientific hypotheses; they merely need
to make significant predictions.
I Most evidence using time series evidence suggested that MW
has a negative effect on employment
I Price theory argument “win” the debate by the early 60s

Setup
I CRTS aggregate production function
Y = F (K , L)
I Corresponding cost function
C (w , r , Y ) = c (w , r ) Y
I Perfectly competitive product market so that
c (w , r ) = p
I Output price p depends on product demand (equilibrium):
Y = D (p)

Hicks-Marshall Derived Demand
I Shepard’s lemma:
Ycw = L
I Differentiate wrt market wage to get
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Impose restrictions
I Since C is homogenous degree 1, Cw is homogenous degree 0.
Therefore (Euler’s theorem):
Cww w + Cwr r = 0
I Elasticity form
Sl σll + (1 − Sl ) σlk = 0
wr
is the elasticity of substitution between
where σlk = CCC
w Cr
capital and labor.
l
I So we have σll = − 1−S
Sl σlk and therefore:

εlw = − [(1 − Sl ) σlk + Sl η]

Minimum wages

I Long presumption that minimum wages reduce employment
I Most evidence from time series regressions which typically find
small disemployment effects
I Problems:
1. Minimum wages might vary in response to local employment
conditions
2. Selective reporting bias (1-sided projects)

Are all t-stats = 2?

Source: Card and Krueger (1995)

Card and Krueger (1994)
I Evaluate effects of April 1992 increase in NJ min wage from
$4.25 to $5.05
I Surveyed 410 fast-food restaurants in NJ and PA before and
after change
I Two designs:
1. Diff in diff: compare NJ to PA
2. Exposure (gap) design: compare initially low wage to high
wage establishments

I Key findings:
1. No (dis-)employment effect (possibly positive)
2. Some evidence of cost pass-through to consumers

First stage looks good!

Two designs

I Diff in Diff
∆Ei = a + Xi0 b + cNJi + εi
where Xi is baseline store characteristics
I Exposure design
∆Ei = ã + X̃i0 b̃ + c̃GAPi + ε̃i
where X̃i may include NJi and

GAPi = NJi · max


5.05 − W1i
,0
W1i

Zero or positive?

Do consumers pay more?

Imprecise positive effects on store openings

The power of zero
I A carefully thought out and transparent demonstration of the
fragility of min wage results
I Inferential issue: no clustering – but shouldn’t affect GAP
design
I Results a bit under-powered to detect clear positive but strong
enough to reject big negative

I Initial reaction of labor economists was not welcoming
I Hamermesh (1995): employers anticipated the change in
“before” period and “after” period too soon for adjustment to
occur.
I Welch (1995): substitution between non-chain restaurants (for
whom GAP may have been bigger) and chain rests studied
I Neumark and Wascher (2000): results driven by measurement
problems (responded to by Card and Krueger, 2000)

No Country for Old Men
I Businessweek: “A Minimum Wage Study with Minimum Credibility”
“Political correctness seems to have crept into the inner sanctum
of the AEA, discrediting its scholarly journal and debasing its top
prize. Unless the association cleans up its act, it can kiss its credibility
goodbye”

I James Buchanan in the WSJ
“Just as no physicist would claim that ’water runs uphill,’ no selfrespecting economist would claim that increases in the minimum wage
increase employment. Such a claim, if seriously advanced, becomes
equivalent to a denial that there is even minimal scientific content in
economics, and that, in consequence, economists can do nothing but
write as advocates for ideological interests.”

I Merton Miller in the WSJ
“Raising the minimum wage by law above its market determined
equilibrium, they argue, actually costs nobody anything. (Or at worst,
costs nobody very much because it’s only a small, marginal increment,
after all.) Is all this too good to be true? Damn right. But it sure
plays well in the opinion polls. I tremble for my profession.”

Interpretation

I Do GAP design and diff in diff identify the same parameter?
I Diff in diff measures market-wide response
I GAP measures effect of raising wage on a single firm holding
market constant

I More about this latter...

Interpretation

I What to make of these results?
I Card-Krueger argue that positive employment effects reflect
monopsony power

Monopsony Model

Monoposony Model
I Brown (1999) argues that monopsony would imply output
expands so output prices should fall.
I Concludes that “Based on the available evidence, the
monopsony model will not replace the competitive diagram in
the souls of labor economists.”

I Aaronson and French (2006) goes further and use output
price changes to infer employment effects
I The sign and magnitude of the employment effects are
controversial
I Near consensus on output prices increases in response to the
MW.
I But this approach relies on the structural model used for
inference

“New Minimum Wage Research”

I State-level variation in the minimum wage in the U.S.
I nice laboratory to study “exogenous” shift in low wage

I Advancement of new techinques:
I TWFE estimation (controlling for time and state effects) (e.g.
Neumark and Wascher, 1993)
I Usage of administrative data (e.g. Card and Krueger, 2000)
I Border-discontinuity design (e.g. Dube Lester Reich, 2010)

Leveraging proximity: Card and Krueger (1990, 2000)
I Card and Krueger (1994, American Economic Review) studied
NJ and PA fast food restaurants NJ raised minimum wage, PA
did not Self-collected survey Small positive/no effect on jobs
I Reanalysis (2000, AER) using representative payroll records
from UI filings No effect on jobs

Figure A1

US border county sample
(2000-2011)
Map of Contiguous
Border Pairs

County pair centroids no more than 75 miles apart
Minimum wage difference
No difference
County pair centroids more than 75 miles apart
Minimum wage difference
No difference
Not in either sample

Border discontinuity design - contiguous counties
I Canonical 2-way FE estimator:
Yjt = α + βMWjt + Xjt Λ + γj + τt + νjt

(1)

I County-pair database - stack by pairs
I a county can be part of multiple pairs

I Pair-specific fixed effects
Yjt = α + βMWjt + Xjt Λ + γj + τpt + νjpt
I Washes out variation between pairs; only use within-pair
variation
I Inference:
I cluster on treatment unit (state)
I sometimes counties paired with multiple other counties - so
additionally cluster on border segment (state pair)

(2)

QWI estimates - Teen (2000-2011)

Table 3
Minimum Wage Elasticities for Teens and Restaurant Workers: Earnings, Employment Stocks
and Flows
Teens

Restaurant Workers

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Earnings

0.177***
(0.036)
83,462

0.222***
(0.047)
83,462

0.203***
(0.028)
81,954

0.207***
(0.059)
81,954

Employment

-0.173**
(0.071)
84,702

-0.059
(0.084)
84,702

-0.073*
(0.042)
79,089

-0.022
(0.091)
79,089

Hires

-0.515***
(0.094)
80,944

-0.219**
(0.094)
80,944

-0.467***
(0.087)
74,365

-0.264**
(0.134)
74,365

Separations

-0.552***
(0.100)
74,952

-0.233**
(0.098)
74,952

-0.467***
(0.080)
72,859

-0.225*
(0.126)
72,859

Turnover Rate

-0.377***
(0.061)
74,509

-0.204***
(0.072)
74,509

-0.392***
(0.067)
71,438

-0.212**
(0.090)
71,438

Controls:
Common time effects
Pair-specific time effects

Y

Y
Y

Y

Notes. The table reports coefficients associated with log minimum wage on the log of the dependent variable noted in the
first column. All regressions include controls for natural log of county population and total private sector employment.
Specifications 1 and 2 provide estimates for all teens age 14-18 regardless of industry, and also include log of teen
population. Specifications 3-4 are limited to all workers in the restaurant industry (NAICS722). All samples and

Checking parallel trends assumption with distributed lags
Yjt =

B
X

βk MWi,t−k + Xit Λ + γi + τgt + νit

(3)

k=−A

I βk are responses to specific leads and lags
I A leads, B lags.
I Note that β−1 is the coefficient associated with a 1-unit
leading MWj,t+1 .
P
I Cumulative response: ητ = τk=−K βk traces out employment
time path prior to a unit MW shock.

I Falsification test: check values of ηk (or βk ) for k < 0 (prior
to treatment).
I Estimates employment differential in treated versus control
units prior to treatment.
I Common practice with DID

Pre-existing Trends - QWI data (2000-2011)

Pre-existing Trends - QWI data (2000-2011)

Validity of the border discontinuity design
I What’s the unit of treatment? More convincing when it’s not
local
I minimum wage set at state level
I if policy is endogenous, it’s less likely when comparing adjacent
counties
I city versus state-level variation

I Cross-border spillovers
I outcomes may be affected on other side of border
I we can check this: compare interior counties to border
counties on both sides of border
I use “donut holes” similar to RDD (leave out border “rung”,
but take the next closest “rung”)

Harasztosi and Lindner (2019)

I US min wage variation tends to be small and short run in
nature
I Hungary experienced a large (60%) and persistent (˜8 years)
increase in min wage in 2001
I Use firm level exposure design to infer MW effects
I Findings:
1. Small disemployment effects
2. Substantial cost pass-through to consumers

Now we’re talking..

Firm exposure in 2002 raises wages but lowers employment

Harasztosi and Lindner (2017)

I Estimate the following equation
yit − yi2000
= αt + βt FAi + γt Xit + εit
yi2000
I FAi is the fraction affected by the minimum wage
I yity−yi2000 - precentage change relative to 2000
i2000
I windsorize between 99% and 1%

Wage-employment elasticities are small, trivial dynamics

Bias vs Variance

Bigger effects in tradeable sectors

Incidence of Minimum Wages

I Our starting point is the following accounting identity:
Profit ≡ Revenue − Material − LaborCost − Depr − MiscItems
I Estimate the following equation
4LaborCost
Revenue2000

=

4Revenue
4Material
4MiscItems
+ −
−
−
Revenue2000 Revenue2000
Revenue2000
|
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}
|
Consumers Pay
(4)

Incidence of Minimum Wages

Examine Price Effects in the Manufacturing Sector

Who are those consumers? - MaCurdy (2015)

Main Limitations
I Key regression only define for firms existed in 2000
I fall in entry margin excluded

I Key estimate compares highly exposed to less exposed firms
I Remeber: GAP design measures effect of raising wage on a
single firm holding market constant
I what if less exposed firms also affected by the minimum wage?
I so called violations of SUTVA assumption

I Firm-level responses are not what we care about
I welfare is about people
I what if some workers laid-off at highly exposed firms find job
at better firms
I some evidence for such an upgrade in
Dustmann-Lindner-Umkeherer-Uta-van Phlipp

(Imperfect) Solutions

I Examine entry responses at the industry-level
I Test for SUTVA (assumption: no time effects)

(Imperfect) Solutions

(Imperfect) Solutions

I Examine entry responses at the industry-level
I Test for SUTVA
I Directly look at worker-level responses
I Bunching approach (more about this in
Cengiz-Dube-Lindner-Zipperer, 2019)
I Grouping Estimator (a la Blundel-Duncan-Meghir, 1998)

Now study exposure by demographic group

I Model employment / population for demographic group g in
year t as:
epopgt = α+β1 FAg ×Aftert +β2 FAg +γXgt +θg +ξt +cg t +εgt
(5)
I FAg - fraction of workers in group g who were below the 2002
MW
I Groups are intersection of 4 year age intervals, education, sex,
and region
I Xit - share of population in school, share in university

Market level effects a bit smaller

Hicks-Marshall Style Analysis

I Puzzle:
I small disemployment effect (frictions or monopsony)
I positive price effect + hetreogenity by industry (neoclassical
channel)

I Solving this puzzle beyond the scope of the paper
I But, we make progress by understanding how far the
neoclassical model can take us
I tweak the Hicks-Marshall derivation to capture differantial
responses by output demand

The “model”
I The consumers’ preferences are determined by the following
nested CES function.
 "
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I where q(ω) is the consumption of variety ω, and X is the
spending on other goods.
I The consumers face the following budget constraint:
Z 1
p(ω)q(ω)dω + X = I
0

I Dixit-Stiglitz demand structure

Dixit-Stiglitz demand structure
I This equation implies that the elasticity of demand with
respect to its own price change is
∂ log q(ω)
= −κ
∂ log p(ω)
I The percentage demand change in response to a market-level
price change:
∂ log q(ω)
= −1 −
∂ log P
I where P =

R

1
1−κ dw
2
0 p(ω2 )
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The “model”
I Firms producing variety ω maximize the following objective
function
Max p(q(ω), ω)q(ω) − C (w , r , pm , q(ω))
I The FOC:



pq (ω)q(ω)
+ 1 p(ω) − c(w , r , pm ) = 0
p(ω)

I In the previous section we derived that pq (ω)q(ω)
= −κ = µ
p(ω)
and so
c(w , r , pm )
p(ω) =
.
1+µ
I Very similar to Hicks-Marshall derivation except we have
1 + µ. - use the same steps

Hicks-Marshall Style Analysis
∂ log l(ω)
∂ log MW

=

−sL η
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∂ log k(ω)
= sL (−η + σKL )
∂ log MW
∂ log m(ω)
= sL (−η + σML )
∂ log MW

Method of Moment Estimation
I We denote by m (ξ) the vector of moments predicted by the
theory as a function of the parameters ξ
I ξ is η, σKL , σML

I m̂ the vector of observed moments.
I elasticity estimates on employment, revenue, capital,
intermediate goods

I The minimum-distance estimator chooses the parameters ξˆ
that minimize the distance
(m (ξ) − m̂)0 W (m (ξ) − m̂) ,
where W is a weighting matrix.

Various choices for the weighting matrix W

I Weighting matrix W
1. Identity matrix (equal weight)
2. Use the diagonal of the inverse of the variance-covariance
matrix (sum of squares)
3. inverse of the variance-covariance matrix (goodness of fit
statistics)

I Goodness of fit statistics is the best as it allows to test
whether the model is rejected (follows chi-squared distribution
n-k degree of freedom)
I Most peoople calculate sum of squares

Materials key to getting neoclassical model to work..

Thoughts

I Cost effects of min wage largely passed through to consumers!
I Firm exposure design seems unconfounded
I Goodness of fit to aggregate average effects doesn’t prove the
competitive model is right

Thoughts

I Cost effects of min wage largely passed through to consumers!
I Firm exposure design seems unconfounded
I Goodness of fit to aggregate average effects doesn’t prove the
competitive model is right
I Policy implications
I Large minimum wage hike seems to have surprisingly small
negative consequences
I Minimum wage should vary by sectors

I Open question: What type of model is consistent with these
findings
I Haanwinckel (2019) is a nice attempt in that direction

The Effect of Minimum Wages on Low-Wage Jobs
I Most attention on measuring MW effect on employment has
been on specific subgroups:
I specific demographic groups (e.g., teens) Neumark, Salas and
Wascher (2015), Allegretto et al. (2016)

I industries (e.g., restaurants, retail): Card and Krueger (2000),
Dube, Lester and Reich (2010, 2016), Giuliano (2013)

I incumbent workers with low-wages before the minimum
wage increase: Currie and Fallick (1996), Clemens and Wither (2016)
I high probability group based on demographic characteristics:
Card and Krueger (1995)

The Effect of Minimum Wages on Low-Wage Jobs
I Most attention on measuring MW effect on employment has
been on specific subgroups:
I specific demographic groups (e.g., teens) Neumark, Salas and
Wascher (2015), Allegretto et al. (2016)

I industries (e.g., restaurants, retail): Card and Krueger (2000),
Dube, Lester and Reich (2010, 2016), Giuliano (2013)

I incumbent workers with low-wages before the minimum
wage increase: Currie and Fallick (1996), Clemens and Wither (2016)
I high probability group based on demographic characteristics:
Card and Krueger (1995)

I Little of this important research estimates a total
employment effect on the low-wage workforce
I 2014 CBO report tried to estimate a total effect but noted the
lack of research:
“[I]n part because they were the most commonly studied
group, CBO arrived at a teen-employment elasticity...[and]
then synthesized the teen elasticities with broader research
to construct elasticities for adults.”

Approach Taken by Cengiz-Dube-Lindner-Zipperer
I Estimates of MW on wage inequality has focused on overall
wage distribution, not specific groups (e.g., Dinardio Fortin
Lemieux, 1996, Lee 1999, Autor Manning Smith 2016)
I but these estimates on wage inequality assume away
employment effects

Approach Taken by Cengiz-Dube-Lindner-Zipperer
I Estimates of MW on wage inequality has focused on overall
wage distribution, not specific groups (e.g., Dinardio Fortin
Lemieux, 1996, Lee 1999, Autor Manning Smith 2016)
I but these estimates on wage inequality assume away
employment effects

I In this paper, we bring these two approaches together:
STEP 1: estimate the change in the entire frequency
distribution of wages
STEP 2: use “bunching” at the bottom of wage distribution
to infer the employment and wage impact for low-wage
workers
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Key idea: Focus on the bottom of the wage distribution
Focus on employment changes locally around wage levels where
MW likely to play a role.
3 key advantages:
1. Can estimate MW effect even where a small fraction of
workers are directly affected by MW.
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'
t-statistic for relationship between average wage and MW by group

Bunching
6.94

Aggregate
0.58

Less than high school

5.52

1.36

High school or less

5.49

0.55

Teens

4.60

4.97

Women

6.26

0.80

Black or Hispanic

3.59

0.58

All workers
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1. Can estimate MW effect even where a small fraction of
workers are directly affected by MW.
2. Can use the upper tail changes for falsification test

Key idea: Focus on the bottom of the wage distribution
Focus on employment changes locally around wage levels where
MW likely to play a role.
3 key advantages:
1. Can estimate MW effect even where a small fraction of
workers are directly affected by MW.
2. Can use the upper tail changes for falsification test
'

$

Hicks-Marshall formula for derived demand: Small MW worker
share in production =⇒ small impact on upper tail from
labor-labor substitution
A standard calibration suggests very small elasticity
∂ ln LH
∂ ln MW ≈ 0.006
&

Calibration details

%

Key idea: Focus on the bottom of the wage distribution
Focus on employment changes locally around wage levels where
MW likely to play a role.
3 key advantages:
1. Can estimate MW effect even where a small fraction of
workers are directly affected by MW.
2. Can use the upper tail changes for falsification test
3. Gains precision by filtering out random shocks to jobs in
the upper part of the wage distributon.

Key empirical challenges: 2

I Constructing the counterfactual frequency distribution
I This paper implements difference in differences estimator by
exploiting state-level variation in MW changes

I Good data on the hourly wages
I CPS is good, but it is only a survey
I Concern too small sample by wage bin
I Use administrative data from states which collect hours
information

Case study: Washington state

I During 1999-2000, WA raised its MW from $7.51 to $9.18 (in
2016$) and indexed to inflation
I a large, 22% increase in MW

I The new MW bites deep into the wage distribution:
I MW-to-Median ratio of 0.48

I Indexation of MW increase means it was persistent
I WA has administrative data on hourly wage

Case study: Washington state

Actual number of jobs in wage bin k (post MW increase):
Θ × eWA,k,Post =
N
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Counterfactual number of jobs in wage bin k (post MW increase):


X 1

CF
eWA,k,Post
= Θ e WA,k,Pre +
(e s,k,Post − e s,k,Pre )
39
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|
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where Θ = EWA,Pre
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Estimates over time

Extend to multiple events

I Use 138 state-level minimum wage increases over 1979-2016
I excludes small increases (<$0.25, or <2% of workers directly
affected)
I excludes federal increases (control states do not have covered
workers earning below the new federal minimum wage)

I Data: CPS panel dataset of employment counts: State ×
$0.25 real wage bin × time
I Show similarity of CPS and administrative data on hourly wage
distribution from MN,WA,OR Admin-CPS comparison

Event study framework
I Use wage bin-by-state-by-period state-panel data from
1979-2016
I Outcome is (per capita) employment within wage
bin-state-period.
I Event-study-based regression framework similar to Autor,
Donohue, Schwab (’06); look within a 8 year window around each
MW event:
17
4
X
X
Eswt
τk
ατ k Iswt
+ µsw + ρwt + uswt
=
Nst
τ =−3 k=−4
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1979-2016
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bin-state-period.
I Event-study-based regression framework similar to Autor,
Donohue, Schwab (’06); look within a 8 year window around each
MW event:
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X
X
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ατ k Iswt
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=
Nst
τ =−3 k=−4

τ k = 1 for the τ th year following an event, in wage bins k
I Iswt
dollars from the new MW ; 0 otherwise
11 = 1 for first 1 year after event, in wage bins within
e.g., Iswt
$1 at/above the new MW
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Comparing our results to the Card and Krueger Approach
I Use demographics (age, education, race) to predict somone
earns below 1.25*MW
I Can apply machine learning techniques to get the “best”
prediction model

I Create three groups (low probability, medium, high
probability)
I Examine responses to the minimum wage for these groups
I This is a quite nice approach pointed out by one of the
referee’s at QJE
I Similar idea to the grouping estimator of
Blundel-Duncan-Meghir (1998)
I But, groups created to maximize exposure to the policy
change (helps to better identrify the efffect of the policy)

Comparing our results to the Card and Krueger Approach

Heterogenous Responses: Incumbents vs. New entrants
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Event-by-event analysis

I We also assess whether MW increases at higher levels lead to
larger disemployment effects
I Estimate treatment effects for each of the events separately
I stack each of the 138 events for 8 year panel by event-time
I control for other events

I Plot treatment effect from events by the level of
minimum-to-median wage (Kaitz) index

Event-specific estimates excess and missing jobs
Estimate for missing jobs (∆b)

Event-specific estimates employment change
Estimate for employment (∆a + ∆b)

Using upper tail falsification for model selection

I Decomposing the overall employment changes by wage levels
is useful for assessing the plausibility of aggregate estimates
I Our event by event estimates show no upper tail effects

I However, the classic two-way FE regression of aggregate
employment on log MW sometimes suggests large
disemployment ( e.g. Meer and West, 2016)

Using upper tail falsification for model selection

Why the Event Study Estimate is so Different from
TWFE?
I Remember the event study estimate:
4
X
Est
=
ατ Istτ + µs + ρt + ust
Nst
τ =−3

I The classic TWFE estimator (distributed lage framework)
4
X
Est
=
ατ log MWs,t−τ + µs + ρt + ust
Nst
τ =−2

I These specifications looks very similar. What drives the
difference?
I Read Appendix F of the paper for the details

What drives the difference?
Key intuition:
I event study shows employment changes in the event window
I distributed lag framework affacted by employment changes far
away from the event window
I first lead: cumulative effects of all the changes occuring
“before” the first lead
I last lage: cumulative effects of all the changes occuring “after”
the last lead

I This should not matter if we have many states and non-serial
correleted outcome variable
I But in practice N is small and state-level employment is
correlated

What drives the difference?

Thoughts
I The distributed lag model and the event study can lead to
quite different results even if they look similar
I Understanding the effect of minimum wage (or any policy)
throughout the whole wage distribution can be quite useful
I CPS works surprisingly well for this exercise
I Not much scope left to sudy the effect of the minimum wage
using state-level variation
I Neverheless new studies emerge based on city-level changes
(Seattle, Los Angeles, Minnesota, Portland) and rich
administrative data
I first reaction to those studies is mixed (something is wrong
with the Seattle case study)

Dustmann et al. (2019)

I We study the reallocation effect of the minimum wage by
exploiting the introduction of minimum wage in Germany
I Dramatic increase in wage inequality from the mid ’90s
(Kügler, Schönberg and Schreiner, 2018):
I the 90th percentile increased by nearly 20%
I median wages rose by only 8%
I the 10th percentile declined by 13%

I In response, Germany introduced for the first time in its
history a national minimum wage in January 2015

Fraction Affected by the MW

Region Fraction Earning Less than €8.5
All
10.4%
West
8.9%
East
17.1%
Source: Own calculations based on IAB data on hourly wages

Individual Approach

I Effect of the minimum wage by previous wage (Abowd et al.
2000; Clemens and Wither 2016; Currie and Fallick 1996)
I We assign workers to euro wage bin w based on their actual
hourly wage in t − 2

Individual Approach

I Effect of the minimum wage by previous wage (Abowd et al.
2000; Clemens and Wither 2016; Currie and Fallick 1996)
I We assign workers to euro wage bin w based on their actual
hourly wage in t − 2
I We assess changes in various outcomes by estimating
yit − yit−2 = γwt Dwi(t−2) + βXi,t−2 + eit
I Dwi (t−2) variables equal to 1 if worker i falls into wage bin in
t −2
I γwt = E [yit − yit−2 |wageit−2 ∈ [w , w + 1], X ]

Individual Approach: Wage Effects

I For Wages:

log(wit ) − log(wit−2 ) = γwt Dwi(t−2) + βXi,t−2 + eit
I log(wit ) − log(wit−2 ) is imputed hourly wage (measured
between 2011 and 2016)
I average daily wage adjusted based on full/part/marginal status

I we assign workers based on actual hourly wage (measured
between 2011 and 2014)
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Individual Approach: Wage Effects

I Adjust for mean reversion:
yit −yit−2 = δwt Dwi(t−2) ×YEARt +γw ,2013 Dwi(2013) +βXi,t−2 +eit
I Estimate the changes relative to 2013
δwt = E [yit − yit−2 |wageit−2 ∈ ω, X ]
−E [yi2013 − yi2011 |wagei2011 ∈ ω, , X ]
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Individual Approach: Employment Effects

I For Employment:

EMPit − EMPit−2 = γwt Dwi(t−2) + βXi,t−2 + eit
I where EMPit equals to 1 if worker i is employed at time t
I Note that EMPit−2 = 1, since we need wage info to assign
workers to wage bin
I This can potentially bias our estimates:
I Results are robust to using assignment based on wages in t − 3
I Location-level analysis yields similar results
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Individual Approach: Employment Effects
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Empirical Strategy for Identifying
I Denote the time k characteristics of firm j at which worker i
is employed in t:
k
qj(i,t),i

Empirical Strategy for Identifying
I Denote the time k characteristics of firm j at which worker i
is employed in t:
k
qj(i,t),i
I We measure the change in firm quality at time t in the
following way:
k=t−2
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qj(i,t),i
− qj(i,t−2),i
k=t−2
k=t−2
I Note that: qj(i,t),i
− qj(i,t−2),i
= 0 if someone stays at the
same firm.

Empirical Strategy for Identifying
I Denote the time k characteristics of firm j at which worker i
is employed in t:
k
qj(i,t),i
I We measure the change in firm quality at time t in the
following way:
k=t−2
k=t−2
qj(i,t),i
− qj(i,t−2),i
k=t−2
k=t−2
I Note that: qj(i,t),i
− qj(i,t−2),i
= 0 if someone stays at the
same firm.

I Reminder: we estimate the following equation
k=t−2
k=t−2
qj(i,t),i
−qj(i,t−2),i
= δwt Dwi(t−2) ×YEARt +ϕwt Dwi(2013) +βXi,t−2 +eit

Quality Measure: Higher Average Wage

I Measure firm’s characteristic by the worker’s average wage:
k=t−2
k=t−2
qj(i,t),i
= AvWage j(i,t),i

Moving to Firms with Higher Average Wages
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Quality Measure: Higher Average Wage (Demographic
Controls + Job Status)
I Firms might also offer different type of jobs
I Run Mincer equation (controlling for employment status):
log (wi,t−2 ) = α + βXi,t−2 + γJobStatus i,t−2 + εi,t−2
I where Xi,t−2 includes age, education, experience, and
immigrant status
I JobStatusi,t−2 include part-time, full-time dummy
I Measure firm characteristic by the worker’s average wage resid
k=t−2
qj(i,t),i
= AvResid(Dem + JobStat)k=t−2
j(i,t),i

Moving to Higher Residual Average Wage
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Moving to Firms with Higher Full-Time Share
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Moving to Firms With Fewer Marginal Workers
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Local Labor Market Approach

I Individual-level estimates suggest:
I a large and significant increase in wages, no indication for
disemployment effects
I some limitation (e.g. workers must have a job before the MW
hike)

I Explore regional variation in the exposure to the minimum
wage (e.g. Card, 1992)

Regional Variation in MW Bite
I We estimate exposure to the minimum wage at time t at
location g
1 P
g (i)=g hit · max{0, MW − wit }
ng
GAPgt =
1 P
g (i)=g hit wit
ng
I This measure calculates the percentage increase in wages that
is needed to comply with the minimum wage law for an
average worker.
I We calculate the local level exposure as
GAPg =

2014
1 X
GAPg τ
4
τ =2011

Regional Variation in MW Bite

Regional DiD

I We run the following regression:
log ygt = αg + ζt +

2016
X

ϕτ GAPg × YEARτ + εgt

τ =2010,τ 6=2013

I αg are location FEs
I ζt are time effects
I ϕτ estimate how heavily affected regions evolved in
comparison to regions less affected by the minimum wage
(relative to 2013)
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Local Approach: Employment

2011

2012

2013

2014
Year

Estimated Effect

2015

2016

Local Approach: Employment (With Trend Line)

Local Approach: Employment (Detrended)

Similar to estimate with local level (linear or quadratic) time trends

Local Approach: Wages

Local Approach: Wages (Detrended)

Number of Firms and Average Firm Size

Number of firms

Average Firm Size

Effect on the Number of Small and Large Firms

Small (1-2 Employee)

Large (50+)

Effect on Average Firm FEs

Summary of Empirical Results
I Positive wage effects, no disemployment effects
I But the aggregate effects mask structural change in the
economy
I workers at the bottom of the wage distribution move to
“better” firms
I the number of small firms and employment at small firms at
the local labor market drops
I small firms shrink, larger firms grow in response to the
minimum wage

These pieces of evidence suggests that reallocation played an
important role
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